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A fantasy action RPG that takes place in the world created by Dragon Quest. The prologue of
Elder Tale will lead you to the Lands Between, where you will take the role of a lord and lead

the people of Tarnished Valley to their destiny. As you gain experience and raise your
strength, you will be able to overcome the hardship that the Lands Between throws on you
and become a great lord. ▶ Introduction · A fantasy action RPG that takes place in the world

created by Dragon Quest. · A prologue takes place in the Lands Between, a fantasy world
created by Dragon Quest. · Play a lord who raises a kingdom in the Lands Between. ▶

Characters · Choose an avatar that can be customized. · Explore the Lands Between and
discover the secrets of the Elden Ring Torrent Download. ▶ Setting · Take the role of a lord

who raises a kingdom in the Lands Between. · Enriched fantasy world that contains a variety
of situations and experiences. · There is something special about this world. ▶ Actions · Build

a kingdom to the Land Between and raise your strength. · Become stronger and overcome
the hardships of the Lands Between. · Learn to master magic and swordsmanship. ▶

Equipment and Skills · Customize your equipment. · Equip skills that help you battle enemies
and a variety of other skills that help you progress in the game. · Enhance your equipment

with items that add to its power. · Equip weapons and armor that allows you to fight
enemies. · Equip a weapon that has the same skill as your character’s main weapon, and
strengthen its attack power. · Equip two weapons that have the same skill to have them

attack enemies from different angles. · Equip armor that has the same skill as your
character’s main armor to increase its defense power. ▶ Exploration and Battle · Explore a
vast world filled with a variety of fields and dungeons. · Enjoy the endless excitement of

battles as you fight challenging enemies. · Triumph over each enemy by strengthening your
character. · Explore dungeons with three-dimensional designs and vibrant environment to
increase the sense of satisfaction during battle. ▶ Share · Take your friends to the Lands

Between and battle as one.

Features Key:
vast world with many interactive elements

open field is large enough to have multiple turns, but small enough to provide a cheerful
atmosphere

vast variety of areas to explore by different environments and obstacles
immersive multi-layer story with more than 200 well-crafted quests

independent quests over multiple layers built upon the game’s world
unique online play with loose and friendly connections between players using asynchronous

scheduling
a huge bag of player stat-altering items

site management for a more persistent game system
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Key Features:

Vast World with 200+ quests
Highly immersive story with rich interaction
Deeper storylines for a more experience-driven journey
Superior design of the game board and quest items to achieve outstanding game mechanics
Customize player stats and equipment to achieve the most fun-driven state
Superior and realistic visuals
Global ranking system based on player stats and results
Tons of in-game shop and event items for dozens of stat-changing opportunities
Multiple map loadings to accommodate different levels of players, such as beginners,
experts, and hardcore groups
Exchange all items with players of different characters in the world
History and character of other players can be displayed on the website
Account Management such as saving and sharing items, and battle usage
Hyper Functions that enhance gameplay experience
Online PvP Battle Support

***Key features:

Verdant World-Open Field
More than 200 Quests-Such as Raids, Riddle Trails, and The Study of Life...
Excellent Sound Track-with its own sense of tone
Performed by the Cast of Famous TV anime 'Eden of the East'

***Features of 1.30 update:

Grimoire Dragon
A new location includes a new gameplay for each class, 20 Skill Energies in all, and a new
tier of monsters for Grimoire Dragon 
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5-2520M or
AMD Ryzen 5 2400G @ 2.4 GHz or better Memory: 6 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 3000, Radeon HD 5000 or NVIDIA Geforce 950M
or better DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 8 GB available space
Additional Notes: You can run this sample using any version of Metal
shading language from 2.0 or later. Recommended: OS: Windows 10
64-
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